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ABSTRACT
One of the most important products of solar flares are nonthermal energetic particles which
may carry up to 50% energy releasing in the flaring processes. In radio observations, nonthermal
particles generally manifest as spectral fine structures with fast frequency drifting rates, named
as solar fast drifting radio bursts (FDRBs). This work demonstrated three types of FDRBs,
including type III pair bursts, narrow band stochastic spike bursts following the type III bursts
and spike-like bursts superimposed on type II burst in an X1.3 flare on 2014 April 25. We find that
although all of them have fast frequency drifting rates, but they are intrinsically different from
each other in frequency bandwidth, drifting rate and the statistical distributions. We suggest that
they are possibly generated from different accelerating mechanisms. The type III pair bursts may
be triggered by high-energy electron beams accelerated by the flaring magnetic reconnection, spike
bursts are produced by the energetic electrons accelerated by a termination shock wave triggered
by the fast reconnecting plasma outflows impacting on the flaring looptop, and spike-like bursts
are possibly generated by the nonthermal electrons accelerated by moving magnetic reconnection
triggered by the interaction between CME and the background magnetized plasma. These results
may help us to understand the generation mechanism of nonthermal particles and energy release
in solar flares.
Subject headings: radio emission – Sun: coronae – Sun: atmosphere – Sun: corona
Online-only material: color figures
1. Introduction
In physics of solar flares and coronal mass ejec-
tions (CMEs), radio observations play a key role to
understand the primary energy release, triggering
mechanism of eruptions, and the related plasma
instabilities. It can provide the most sensitive di-
rect evidences of magnetic reconnections, nonther-
mal particle accelerations and propagations, and
the variations of magnetic field in corona (Dulk
1985, Bastian et al. 1998). Especially in broad-
band dynamic radio spectral observations, there
are various kinds of radio bursts, such as radio
type I, II, III, and IV bursts, and overlying com-
plex spectral fine structures with timescale of sub-
second, including spike bursts (Benz et al. 1982,
Tan 2013, etc.), fiber bursts (Chernov et al. 2010),
Zebra patterns (Tan et al. 2014), quasi-periodic
pulsations (Tan et al. 2010), etc. Different radio
bursts and the related fine structures would reflect
different physical processes in source region, in-
cluding different physical conditions, coupling in-
teractions, accelerations, and the different kinetic
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energy of the nonthermal particles, etc.
Among various kinds of radio bursts, many of
them show an important feature: frequency drift-
ing rate D = df
dt
, which is manifested as a slope of
the radio burst pattern on the spectrogram and re-
flects the motion of the emitting medium. In order
to make a reasonable comparison among different
kinds of bursts at different frequency ranges, we
generally define a relative frequency drifting rate:
D¯ =
df
f0dt
. (1)
Here, f0 is the central frequency of the burst.
Type II radio burst at meter wavelengths present
slow frequency drift rate with D¯ ≤ 0.01 s−1 which
reflects the motion of a CME (a big cloud of fast
plasma flow), type III radio burst shows very fast
frequency drift rate with D¯ ≥ 0.1 s−1 and implies
the fast flight of nonthermal electron beams in
corona, the moving type IV radio burst also shows
a very slow frequency drift rate D¯ ≪ 0.01 s−1 and
reveals the motion of the emitting corona loops,
etc. Additionally, the frequency drifting rate may
have positive or negative sign. The positive drift-
ing (PD) rate means the emission drifting from
low frequency to high frequency and the emitting
source may move from high place downward to
lower place in solar corona conditions. The nega-
tive drifting (ND) rate means the emission drift-
ing from high frequency to low frequency and the
emitting source moves from low place upward to
higher place (fly out from the solar surface up to
high corona). Therefore, solar radio bursts can
be classified into two types: PD bursts and ND
bursts.
Generally, according to the magnitude of D¯, so-
lar radio bursts can be classified into another two
categories,
(1) Slow drifting radio burst (SDRB). Its fre-
quency drifting rate is very slow (D¯ < 0.01 s−1 in
most cases) and the corresponding moving velocity
of the emitting medium is near or slower than the
local Alfven speed (vA). They are possibly pro-
duced by some plasma flows, jets or the motions of
coronal loops. Such as type II radio bursts (Dulk
1985) and moving type IV radio bursts (Dulk &
Altschuler 1971), etc.
(2) Fast drifting radio burst (FDRB). The fre-
quency drifting rate is very fast (D¯ > 0.1 s−1 in
most cases) and its corresponding moving veloc-
ity of the emitting medium is much faster than
the local vA. Sometimes, the velocity is close to
relativistic level. They provide key information of
the motion of nonthermal electron beams. Such
as type III bursts (Reid & Ratcliffe 2014), spike
bursts (Tan 2013), etc. Actually, type III bursts
are believed to be a sensitive signature of the ener-
getic electron beams generated and propagated in
the corona (Lin & Hudson 1971, Lin et al. 1981,
Aschwanden et al. 1993, and a recent review in
Reid & Ratcliffe 2014).
FDRBs are related to the motion of energetic
electrons, it is very important to study their char-
acteristics for understanding the primary energy
release, particle acceleration and the energy trans-
portation in flaring processes (Miller et al. 1997).
This work reports three distinctly different groups
of FDRBs in a powerful X1.3 flare on 2014 April
25. It is very interesting to show a group of
spike bursts just following a group of type III
pair bursts around the separate frequency with
stochastic distribution, and a group of spike-like
bursts superimposed on a type II radio burst. Sec-
tion 2 presents the observing features of the three
kinds of FDRBs, including their possible relation-
ship with hard X-ray emission (HXR), extreme
ultraviolet (EUV) bursts and the flare and CME
processes. Section 3 presents the discussions of
possible physical mechanisms. Main conclusions
are summarized in Section 4.
2. Observations of the solar fast drifting
radio bursts
The related flare occurred at the solar west
limb on 2014 April 25 which was fully observed
by several telescopes, including soft X-ray (SXR)
at 0.5 - 4 A˚ and 1 - 8 A˚ observed by GOES,
extreme ultraviolet (EUV) images observed by
SDO/AIA (Lemen et al. 2012), hard X-ray (HXR)
by RHESSI (Lin et al. 2002), radio dynamic spec-
trogram at frequency of 100 - 500 MHz by Iitate
Planetary radio telescope (IPRT/AMATERAS,
Iwai et al. 2012) and microwave images at fre-
quency of 17 GHz observed by Nobeyama Radio
Heliograph (NoRH), etc.
The SXR light curve shows that the flare starts
at 00:17 UT, peaks at 00:25 UT, and ends at 00:45
UT with a magnitude of X1.3 class in NOAA
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Active Region 12035 located just behind the so-
lar limb. In the flare impulsive phase, a lower
arcade takes off as a strong expansion CME at
about 00:22 UT with averaged speed of 600 km
s−1 (Chen et al. 2016). Accompanying to the
flare, several groups of radio bursts are observed,
which will be presented in the following sections.
2.1. Main characteristics of the fast drift-
ing radio bursts
Fig. 1 presents the solar radio dynamic spec-
trogram at frequency of 100 - 500 MHz observed
by IPRT/AMATERAS overplotted SXR flux at
1 -8 A˚(white solid line) observed by GOES and
HXR light curves (green:12-25 keV, blue: 25-50
keV, yellow: 50-100 keV) observed by RHESSI.
The HXR 50-100 keV and 25-50 keV light
curves reach to maximum around 00:20 UT, about
5 minutes before the SXR peak time, which are
co-temporal with the onset of a group of type III
radio bursts. The flare light curve shows a sharp
and smooth rising phase and a long smooth decay
phase in which the impulsive phase can be defined
as the FWHM of HXR 50-100 keV light curve, e.g.
about 00:20:00 UT to 00:23 UT.
IPRT/AMATERAS is a solar radio spectral
metric polarimeter at the Iitate observatory in
Fukushima prefecture, Japan. Its minimum de-
tectable flux is less than 0.7 sfu with cadence of
10 ms and frequency resolution of 61 kHz. Both
left and right circular polarizations are simultane-
ously observed (Iwai et al. 2012). With such high
performance, we have identified several groups of
FDRBs around the flare: a group of type III pair
bursts (N type III and RS type III), a group of
spike bursts just following the type III pair bursts
around the separate frequency, and a great group
of spike-like bursts superimposing on a type II
bursts with fundamental (F) and harmonic (H)
branches.
2.1.1. Type III Pair Bursts
The type III bursts occur around 00:20:28 UT
at frequency range of 100 - 500 MHz. Actually,
the type III bursts can be plotted into two groups.
One group has negative frequency drifting rates
and named as normal type III bursts (N type IIIs)
while the other group has positive frequency drift-
ing rates and named as reverse-sloped type III
bursts (RS type IIIs).
The N type IIIs have frequency drifting rates
from -150 MHz s−1 to -290 MHz s−1, composed
with 8 type III bursts. D¯ is in the range of from
-0.85 s−1 to -1.25 s−1. They start at frequency
of about 310 MHz and extend down to below 100
MHz (lower limit of the instrument). The duration
of each single normal type III burst is in the range
of 0.2 - 0.6 s with average of 0.41 s. The frequency
bandwidth fw is from 45 MHz to about 110 MHz
with average of 75 MHz, the relative bandwidth
f¯w =
fw
f0
ranges from 0.25 to 0.53, and the average
is about 0.38.
The RS type III bursts have positive frequency
drifting rates from 230 MHz s−1 to 370 MHz s−1,
composed with 7 type III bursts, D¯ ≈ 0.70 s−1 to
1.29 s−1. They start at frequency of about 330
MHz and extend up to beyond 500 MHz (the up-
per limit of the instrument). The duration of each
single RS type III bursts is about 0.3 - 0.7 s with
average of 0.48 s. The frequency bandwidth fw is
from 50 MHz to 120 MHz with average of 89 MHz,
and f¯w ranges from 0.29 to 0.55 with average of
0.41.
It is well accepted that type III radio bursts be-
long to the category of FDRB which are associated
to some nonthermal electron beams. The separate
frequency (fx) between the normal and RS type
III bursts is about 310 MHz and the frequency gap
is around 20 - 25 MHz. The two group bursts form
a group of radio type III pairs (Robinson & Benz
2000, Ning et al. 2000). The whole group of type
III pairs lasts for about 5 s.
Fig. 1 shows that the type III pairs just appear
around the peak time of high energy HXR light
curve at 50 - 100 keV and fast rising phase of HXR
emission at 12 - 25 keV and 25 - 50 keV. Imaging
observation (Fig. 6) shows that HXR source
and microwave source at 17 GHz are locate around
a same cusp-shaped structure. Chen et al. (2016)
proposed that a breakout magnetic reconnection
and particle acceleration are occurred just around
this magnetic configuration. The co-spatial and
co-temporal relationship between HXR source, mi-
crowave source and cusp-shaped structures indi-
cate that the type III pair bursts should be pos-
sibly associated to the energetic electron beams
with energy of 50 - 100 keV. These energetic elec-
trons should be accelerated in the above magnetic
reconnections.
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Fig. 1.— Radio spectrogram observed by IPRT/AMATERAS in an X1.3 flare on 2014 April 25. It shows
a group normal type III bursts (N type III) and a group reverse-sloped type III bursts (RS type III) form
a group type III pair bursts at the flare start time. A group spike bursts (in the blue ellipse) are following
the type III pair bursts around the separate frequency. Then, a type II burst occurs with fundamental (F)
and harmonic (H) branches and superimposed by a group spike-like bursts. The white curve is the SXR flux
observed by GOES. The dashed green, blue, and yellow curves show the emission counts of HXR at energy
12-25 keV, 25-50 keV, and 50-100 keV, respectively.
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2.1.2. Spike Bursts Following the Type III Pair
Bursts
Just following the type III pair bursts, there are
a group radio spike bursts occurring from 00:20:30
UT to 00:21:25 UT at frequency range of 220 - 410
MHz. Fig. 1 shows that the radio spike bursts
are deviate from the extension zone of the type II
burst. They are locating very close to the sepa-
rate frequency (fx) of the type III pair bursts and
around the peak time of the HXR at 25 - 50 keV,
the rapid rising time of HXR at 12 - 25 keV and
the slowly decay time of HXR at 50 - 100 keV. This
fact implies that the spike bursts are most possibly
relevant to the magnetic reconnection, but the re-
lated nonthermal electrons should have relatively
lower energy than that of the above type III pair
bursts.
Fig. 2 presents the enlarged spectrum of
the type III pair bursts and the following spike
bursts during the flare impulsive phase. The
spike bursts are distributed randomly on the time-
frequency spectrogram. We perform a figure auto-
recognition and quantify these spike bursts with
parameters: central frequency (f0), frequency
bandwidth (fw), lifetime (τ), and frequency drift-
ing rate (D). Here, we recognized 245 spikes dur-
ing 00:20:30 UT - 00:21:27 UT in the frequency
range of 240 - 410 MHz.
The statistical analysis shows that the occur-
rence rate of spike bursts is about 4.6 spikes per
second. Among them, there are about 88 spike
bursts (34%) with positive frequency drifting rates
from 26.5 MHz s−1 to 66.9 MHz s−1, D¯ = 0.11 ∼
0.26 s−1, named as positive drifting spikes (PD
spikes). The averaged positive frequency drift-
ing rate is about 47.5 MHz s−1 and the average
D¯ is about 0.19 s−1. The other 157 spike bursts
(66%) have negative frequency drifting rates from
-39.2 MHz s−1 to -138.2 MHz s−1, D¯ = -0.13 ∼
-0.39 s−1, named as negative drifting spikes (ND
spikes). The averaged negative frequency drift-
ing rate is about -68.1 MHz s−1 and the average
D¯ is about -0.29 s−1. Obviously, the frequency
drifting rates of spike bursts are smaller about one
order than that of the type III pair bursts. But
they are still much faster than that of the type II
bursts. The analysis in Section 3 shows that the
spike bursts still belong to FDRBs.
Fig. 3 presents the statistical distributions of
central frequency (a), frequency bandwidth (b),
frequency drifting rate (c) and lifetime (d) of spike
bursts. It shows that the central frequency of
PD and ND spikes range from 250 MHz to 410
MHz and from 170 MHz to 410 MHz, respectively,
and their profiles reach to maximum at the almost
same frequency. In other word, different from the
distributions of normal type III and RS type III
bursts, PD and ND spikes are distributed stochas-
tically in the same frequency range. The frequency
bandwidths of the PD and ND spikes range from
2.6 MHz to 12.0 MHz and from 3.3 MHz to 14.0
MHz, respectively. The relative bandwidth f¯w
ranges from 0.01 to 0.04 with averaged values 6.4
MHz and 6.8 MHz, respectively, only at the order
of one or several percents of the central frequency.
The frequency bandwidths of spike bursts are nar-
rower at least one order than that of the above
type III pair bursts. The lifetimes of each single
PD and ND spikes range from 10 ms to 90 ms and
from 10 ms to 80 ms, with averaged lifetimes of
35.4 ms and 39.8 ms, respectively. The lifetime is
shorter at about one order than that of the type
III bursts.
In brief, the spike bursts are distributed ran-
domly following the type III pair bursts around the
separate frequency. They are short lifetimes, nar-
row frequency bandwidth, and mildly frequency
drifting rates. Comparing to the type III pair
bursts relating to high energy nonthermal elec-
trons, the narrow band stochastic radio spike
bursts are possibly related to some relatively low
energy nonthermal electrons.
2.1.3. Spike-like bursts on Type II Burst
The type II burst occurred from 00:22:20 UT
to 00:31:20 UT below the frequency of 280 MHz,
about 1 minute after the above spike bursts and
about 2 minutes after the type III pair bursts. It
is composed of two branches and forms a harmonic
structure (Fig. 4). The fundamental branch (F)
extends from about 184 MHz down to below 100
MHz, while the second harmonic branch (H) ex-
tends from about 286 MHz down to near 100 MHz.
The frequency ratio between the fundamental and
harmonic branches is about 1.55. The frequency
bandwidth of the type II burst strips is in the
range of 40 - 80 MHz. The frequency drifting
rates of the fundamental and the second harmonic
branches are very slow, about 0.3 MHz s−1 and
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Fig. 2.— Enlargement of the radio dynamic spectrogram of type III pair bursts and the following spike
bursts.
Fig. 3.— The statistical distributions of the central frequency (a), frequency bandwidth (b), frequency
drifting rate (c) and lifetime (d) of spike bursts. The solid and dashed lines are expressed the PD and ND
spike bursts, respectively.
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0.5 MHz s−1, with D¯ of about -0.002 s−1 and -
0.003 s−1, respectively. These rates are about 1 or
2 orders lower than that of the spike bursts, and 3
orders lower than that of the type III pair bursts.
Therefore, the type II burst belongs to a category
of SDRB.
Similar to most type II radio bursts reported in
other literatures (e.g. Armatas et al. 2019, etc.),
we found that the type II burst also contain super-
fine structures with groups of spike-like bursts.
Fig. 4 presents the enlargement of the radio dy-
namic spectrogram of the type II burst and its fine
structures. Here we identified 140 spike-like bursts
on the fundamental and second harmonic branches
and measured their central frequency, frequency
bandwidth, frequency drifting rates and lifetime,
respectively. Fig. 5 presents their statistical dis-
tribution. We find that frequency bandwidth of
each single spike-like burst is in the range of 7 -
25 MHz with averaged value of 12 MHz, the rela-
tive bandwidth f¯w ranges from 0.04 to 0.12, near
2 times of the above spike bursts. The lifetime of
each single spike-like burst is about 30 - 60 ms with
averaged value of about 42 ms, very similar to the
spike bursts. As for the frequency drifting rate of
each single spike-like burst, 65 of the 140 identified
spike-like bursts are negative from -71 MHz s−1 to
-133 MHz s−1 with D¯ in the range from -0.37 s−1
to -0.71 s−1, while the other 75 spike-like bursts
are positive from 83 MHz s−1 to 143 MHz s−1 with
D¯ in the range from 0.41 s−1 to 0.67 s−1. The
drifting rates are about 2 times faster than that
of the spike bursts and obviously slower than the
type III pair bursts. Different from the stochastic
distribution of the spike bursts, Fig. 5(a) shows
that the ND spike-like bursts are mainly appeared
in the lower frequency side of the ridges (the white
dot-dashed lines in Fig. 4) of fundamental (F) and
harmonic (H) branches of the type II burst, while
the PD spike-like bursts are mainly appearing in
the higher frequency side of the ridges. This dis-
tribution is very similar to that of the type III pair
bursts.
Chen et al. (2016) reported that during the
flare rising phase, a lower arcade above the flaring
region takes off as a CME with a rapid expansion
and averaged speeds of about 600 km s−1. And
the above radio type II burst just occurred at the
same period, which indicates that both of them
may have closely relationship with each other, we
will discuss it in Section 3.
Table 1 lists the comparisons among the three
kinds of fast frequency drifting radio bursts with
their main parameter characteristics. It shows
that spike-like bursts have about 2 times of band-
width and about 3 times of drifting rates of spike
bursts, type III pair bursts have the biggest rel-
ative frequency bandwidths and fastest frequency
drifting rates, the ND and PD spikes are randomly
distributed on the spectrogram which is obviously
different from the type III pair bursts and spike-
like bursts. Both of normal type III bursts and
ND spike-like bursts are mainly distributed in the
lower frequency sides, while both of the RS type
III bursts and PD spike-like bursts are distributed
mainly in the high frequency sides. In brief, there
are three kinds of FDRBs: type III pair bursts,
spike bursts, and spike-like bursts, which should
be intrinsically related to the flare but have differ-
ent physical processes.
2.2. Source Region
As we have no imaging observations at the cor-
responding radio frequency, it is difficult to de-
termine the location of the source region of radio
bursts. However, because the flare is a limb event,
we may obtain an estimation of the source region
indirectly from multi-wavelength observations.
Fig. 6 shows three consecutive snapshots (ev-
ery 1 min) at three EUV (171 A˚, 131 A˚, 94 A˚)
channels observed by AIA/SDO which present the
evolutionary processes during the flare impulsive
phase. The overlaid contours are microwave emis-
sion at 17 GHz observed by NoRH (white) and
HXR emissions observed by RHESSI in the se-
lected time at energy of 6-12 keV (blue), 12-25 keV
(yellow), 25-50 keV (red) and 50-100 keV (pink),
respectively.
Fig. 6 shows that there is a small compact up-
per HXR source and a large lower HXR source at
energy of 50-100 keV just located very closed to a
cusp-shaped structure on the EUV images where
brighten sequentially at high temperature emis-
sion of 131 A˚ delineating the newly reconnected
field lines around 00:20 UT. The HXR sources
are the indicative of strong energy release which
could be either the flare footpoints or the site
where the magnetic reconnection took place. Two
neighboring loop systems (north and south) are in-
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Fig. 4.— The enlargement of the radio dynamic spectrogram of the type II burst and its fine structures of
spike-like bursts. The dot-dashed lines marked the ridges of fundamental (F) and harmonic (H) branches of
the type II burst.
Table 1
Comparisons among the fast frequency drifting radio bursts
Burst type Type III pair burst Spike burst Spike-like burst
Frequency bandwidth (MHz) 45 - 120 (85) 2.6 - 14.0 (6.6) 7 - 25 (12)
Relative Frequency bandwidth f¯w 0.25 - 0.55 (0.42) 0.01 - 0.04 (0.03) 0.04 - 0.12 (0.07)
Lifetime (ms) 200 - 700 (430) 10 - 90 (37.6) 30 - 60 (42)
Negative relative drifting rate (s−1) 0.85 - 1.25 (1.03) 0.13 - 0.39 (0.29) 0.37 - 0.71 (0.56)
Positive relative drifting rate (s−1) 0.70 - 1.29 (1.01) 0.11 - 0.26 (0.19) 0.41 - 0.67 (0.53)
Note.—The number in the brackets is the average value of the corresponding parameter.
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Fig. 5.— The statistical distributions of the central frequency (a), frequency bandwidth (b), frequency
drifting rate (c) and lifetime (d) of spike-like bursts on type II burst. The solid and dashed lines are
expressed the PD and ND spike-like bursts, respectively.
volved and the HXR sources are situated between
them. At the same time, a microwave burst super-
imposed almost on the large lower HXR source.
A systematical investigation of the flare and the
following CME had been demonstrated by Chen
et. al. (2016) where suggested that the eruption
should be caused by breakout magnetic reconnec-
tion around the multi-polarity regions.
We proposed that the small compact upper
HXR source should be responsible for the nor-
mal type III bursts, while the large lower HXR
source for the RS type III bursts. The mid-
position between the upper and lower sources
should be responsible for the reconnection and ac-
celeration site where the height is about 65 arc-
second (H =4.7×104 km) above the solar surface,
and the corresponding radio emission occurred
just near the separate frequency (about 310 MHz).
Because the spike bursts also occurred very close
and around the separate frequency, their source
region must be near the above acceleration site.
The spike-like bursts on type II burst should be
above the upper HXR source with height beyond
70 arcsecond above the solar surface, H >5.1×104
km.
From the mechanism of plasma emission, the
plasma density around the reconnection and ac-
celeration site (near the separate frequency) can
be estimated about 1.2×1015 m−3. The frequency
range of spike bursts is 170 - 410 MHz and their
corresponding plasma density is from 3.6×1014
m−3 to 2.1×1015 m−3. And the frequency range of
spike-like bursts is 100 - 286 MHz and the plasma
density should be from 1.2×1014 m−3 to 1.1×1015
m−3.
The another parameter is the magnetic field in
the source region. The flare event is very close to
the solar limb, we have no reliable measurement of
the magnetic field. We may indirectly estimate it
from a fitted method of Dulk & MeClean (1978):
B = 0.5(
r
Rs
− 1)−
3
2 = 0.5(
H
Rs
)−
3
2 . (2)
The unit of magnetic field (B) is Gs and Rs
is the solar photospheric radius. r is the distance
from source region to solar center. H is the height
9
Fig. 6.— The flare consecutive snapshots in every minute at channels of 171 A˚, 131 A˚, and 94 A˚ in the
impulsive phase of the X1.3 flare on 2014 April 25. The overlaid contours are microwave emission at 17 GHz
observed by NoRH (white) and hard X-ray emissions observed by RHESSI in the selected time at energy of
6-12 keV (blue), 12-25 keV (yellow), 25-50 keV (red) and 50-100 keV (pink), respectively.
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above solar photospheric surface. Then we may
obtain the magnetic field at about 28 Gs around
the acceleration site. As the radio type II burst
occurred above the upper HXR source region, the
related magnetic field should be a bit of weaker
than 25 Gs. Considering the uncertainty of Equa-
tion (2), it is reasonable to assume the magnetic
field strength in the range of 15 - 40 Gs.
With the above results, furthermore, we may
estimate the Alfven speed around the accelera-
tion site and the source region of type II burst,
vA = 1650− 4900 km s
−1 (0.005 - 0.016 c). Con-
sidering the uncertainty of the estimated magnetic
field strength, the Alfven speed is at least at the
order of vA > 1000 km s
−1. It is much faster
than the CME’s velocity (about 600 km s−1).
This point is very important for understanding the
physical processes underlying the above FDRBs.
3. Physical Analysis
Now that there are three different kinds of so-
lar FDRBs: type III pair bursts, spike bursts, and
spike-like bursts, then what are the physical pro-
cesses underlying these bursts?
3.1. Energy Estimation of the Nonthermal
Electrons
In order to understand the physical processes
underlying the solar radio bursts, the first is to
reveal the related emission mechanism and ki-
netic energy of the emitting electrons. The short
lifetime, narrow frequency bandwidth and high
brightness temperature indicate that all of the
type III pairs, spikes and spike-like bursts should
be produced by coherent emission processes. One
of the possible candidates is electron cyclotron
maser emission (ECME), a coherent process which
is related to some magnetized plasma instabili-
ties in relatively strong magnetic field, such as the
loss-cone instability, etc. (Melrose & Dulk 1982,
Robinson 1991, Fleishman et al. 2003, Tang et
al. 2012). However, ECME requires a relatively
strong magnetic field which should exceed 35 - 146
Gs at the frequency of 100 - 410 MHz. As we men-
tioned in the above section, the magnetic field is
only about 28 Gs around the acceleration site and
below 25 Gs along the path of the type II burst.
This fact indicates that it seems very difficult to
excite ECME in this event.
The another candidate of the spikes and
spike-like bursts is the coherent plasma emission
(Zheleznyyakov & Zlotnik 1975). With plasma
emission and the observed D¯, the speed of the
emission source (Equation 3 in Tan 2013) can be
estimated:
vs ≈ 2HnD¯. (3)
Here, Hn is the plasma barometric scale length.
Generally, Hn increases with the height of the
emission source region above solar surface (Benz
et al. 1983, Stahli & Benz 1987, Aschwanden et al.
1995, etc.). However, as we do not know the exact
height of the source region at certain frequency di-
rectly, it is still difficult to obtain the exact value
of Hn. Here, we try to obtain an indirect estima-
tion of Hn. Fig. 1 shows that the radio type III
pairs occur around the peak time of HXR emission
flux at energy of 50 - 100 keV, we may assume that
the type III pairs-related energetic electrons have
kinetic energy of about 50 - 100 keV, the corre-
sponding velocities are in the range of 0.42 - 0.57
c. Substituting this velocity and the observed D¯
into Equation (3), we may obtain an estimation
Hn ≈ 7.6× 10
4 km. This value seems to be com-
patible to the other estimations at the frequency
range of metric waves (Bean et al. 1983, Tan et
al. 2016).
Using the above estimatedHn and the observed
D¯ of radio spike bursts, then we may obtain an es-
timation of velocities of the emitting sources are
about (1.7 - 4.0)×104 km s−1 (about 0.06 - 0.13
c) for the PD spikes and -(2.0 - 5.9)×104 km s−1
(about 0.07 - 0.2 c) for ND spikes. Obviously,
these velocities are too fast to demonstrate the
motions of CMEs or any solar plasma jets. They
are possibly responsible for the moving of emitting
nonthermal electron beams, and the correspond-
ing kinetic energy is in the range of 0.8 - 4.4 keV
for PD spikes and 1.1 - 10.0 keV for ND spikes,
respectively.
Using the same method, we may estimate the
velocities and kinetic energies of the emitting elec-
trons associated to the spike-like bursts in the type
II burst. As for ND spike-like bursts, the corre-
sponding velocities and kinetic energies are (5.6 -
10.8)×104 km s−1 (about 0.19 - 0.36 c) and 9.1
- 35.6 keV, respectively. And for PD spike-like
bursts, the corresponding velocities and kinetic en-
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ergies are (6.2 - 10.2)×104 km s−1 (about 0.21 -
0.34 c) and 11.5 - 33.5 keV, respectively.
Although the above velocities of the nonther-
mal electrons are slower than that of the electron
beams related to type III pair bursts, they are still
much higher than that of the thermal elections in
the background plasma and much higher than the
Alfven speed in the background plasma. These
nonthermal electrons are enough to trigger Lang-
muir waves and the related coherent plasma emis-
sion (Robinson & Benz 2000).
3.2. Acceleration Processes of the Non-
thermal Electrons
The electron acceleration is crucial for convert-
ing magnetic energy into kinetic energy in solar
eruptions. However, so far, it is still remained
uncertain which mechanism accelerates electrons
and other charged particles. The existing compet-
ing mechanisms include acceleration by magnetic
reconnection, turbulence, and shock waves (Miller
et al. 1997, Tsuneta & Naito 1998, Drake et al.
2006, Zharkova et al. 2011). Then, how do ac-
celerate the nonthermal electrons related to the
different kinds of FDRBs?
Fig. 7 shows our proposed physical explanation
of the related electron accelerations and the gener-
ations of radio type III pair (normal and RS type
III), spikes, and spike-like bursts in front of CME,
respectively.
(1) Type III pair bursts.
At first, it is naturally to suppose that the non-
thermal electrons related to type III pair bursts
should be accelerated by the flaring magnetic re-
connection, which produce the upward nonther-
mal electron beams to generate the normal type
III bursts and the downward nonthermal electron
beams to generate the RS type III bursts. There-
fore, the type III pair bursts are explained as pro-
duced by bi-directional electron beams from the
flaring magnetic reconnection site (showing (1) in
Fig. 7) and the separate frequency (fx) may pin-
point the flare primary energy-release site where
the magnetic reconnection and particle accelera-
tions take place (Li et al. 2011, Tan et al. 2016).
In this event, the separate frequency (fx) is around
310 MHz and the corresponding plasma density
is about 1.2×1015 m−3. This separate frequency
is relatively lower than that in most of the other
flares (Aschwanden & Benz 1997, Tan et al. 2016),
and the corresponding height of the reconnecting
site is around H =4.7×104 km above the solar
surface. As reported by Chen et al. (2016), the
reconnection is classified as breakout type of mag-
netic reconnection.
(2) Spike bursts.
Considering the random distributions of the PD
and ND spike bursts in big clusters, it is very pos-
sible that the related nonthermal electrons should
be accelerated by some shock waves. Although
there is a CME but it occurred after the spike
bursts which implies that the CME has no rela-
tionship to the formation of the spike bursts. Ad-
ditionally, the overall of spike bursts has no ob-
viously frequency drifting rate, distinctly different
from the type II burst with slowly drifting rates.
The spike bursts just followed the type III pair
bursts around the separate frequency, and this fact
indicates that they should be related to the flaring
magnetic reconnection. The above facts let us to
suppose that the spike bursts should be produced
by a group of nonthermal electrons accelerated by
a shock wave which may be generated when the re-
connecting fast outflows or downward high energy
electron stream interact on the flaring loop top,
similar to the flaring termination shock reported
by Chen et al. (2015), showing (2) in Fig. 7.
(3) Spike-like bursts.
The formation of spike-like bursts should be re-
lated to the motion of CME. According to the tra-
ditional view, a fast CME may trigger a shock
wave which accelerate the electrons to produce
the type II radio burst and the spike-like bursts
(Mann et al. 1995, Cane & Erickson 2005). How-
ever, by adopting the estimation of Hn and the
observed frequency drifting rate of type II burst,
we found that the speed of the emission source re-
gion ranges in 300 - 460 km s−1. This speed is a
bit slower than the measurement from EUV im-
ages (about 600 km s−1, Chen et al. 2016) but
still at the same order of magnitude. The speed
is much slower than the Alfven speed around the
acceleration site and the source region of type II
burst, vA = 1650 − 4900 km s
−1 (0.005 - 0.014
c). The related CME is only a slow one which
could not trigger a shock wave. Then what trig-
gered these spike-like bursts? It is known that
CME is a cloud of moving magnetized plasma, and
the background coronal plasma is also permeated
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Fig. 7.— A cartoon of showing the acceleration of flaring magnetic reconnection (1), termination shock
wave (2) and the CME-driving moving reconnection (3), and the generation positions of radio type III pair
bursts, spike bursts, and spike-like bursts, respectively. The thick red bands indicate the places of particle
acceleration.
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with magnetic field. Considering the distribution
of the ND and PD spike-like bursts is very simi-
lar to the type III pair bursts which produced from
magnetic reconnection, therefore we proposed that
the interaction between CME and the background
magnetized coronal plasma may generate moving
magnetic reconnection (showing (3) in Fig. 7),
and accelerate electrons to produce nonthermal
energetic electrons which triggered the formation
of type II radio burst and the spike-like bursts.
The upward accelerated electrons from the mov-
ing magnetic reconnection may generate the ND
spike-like bursts while the downward accelerated
electrons from the moving magnetic reconnection
will generate the PD spike-like bursts. The mov-
ing magnetic reconnection following a slow CME
may explain the formation of the spike-like bursts
superimposed on the type II radio burst naturally.
4. Summary and Discussion
Generally, people think that there is no ob-
vious difference between solar radio spikes and
spike-like bursts superimposed on type II burst
for they should be generated from similar phys-
ical processes and mechanism. However, based
on the careful parameter scrutinizing in this work,
we find that they are actually distinctly different
from each other. Actually in this work, we find
that there are three kinds of FDRBs in an X-class
flare. They are generated by nonthermal energetic
electrons which accelerated by different physical
processes.
(1) Type III pair bursts, broad bandwidth, fast
frequency drifting rate, and the ND bursts oc-
curred in the frequency below the separate fre-
quency while the PD bursts occurred above the
separate frequency. They are generated from the
nonthermal electrons accelerated by the flaring
magnetic reconnection.
(2) Spike bursts following the type III pair
bursts, very short lifetime, very narrow band-
width, and the ND and PD bursts are distributed
randomly following the type III pairs around the
separate frequency. They should be generated
from the energetic electrons possibly accelerated
by a termination shock wave above the flaring
looptop. The shock wave is possibly formed when
the reconnecting fast outflows or high energy elec-
tron stream impact on the flaring loop top.
(3) Spike-like bursts superimposed on the type
II burst, also very short lifetime and narrow band-
width, about 2 times bandwidth and nearly 2
times frequency drifting rates of spike bursts, the
ND and PD bursts are distributed separately on
two sides of the central ridges of the type II burst.
They are generated from the energetic electrons
possibly accelerated by a moving magnetic recon-
nection when the CME interacts on the back-
ground magnetized coronal plasma.
The above explanation sounds reasonable.
However, it requires more observations to demon-
strate its feasibility. Especially the termination
shock wave acceleration to produce spike bursts
and the moving magnetic reconnection to pro-
duce spike-like bursts need much more multiple
observations to demonstrate the existence of spe-
cial plasma loops, magnetic field configurations
and radio bursts at the corresponding frequencies.
These multiple observations should be including
EUV images with high spatial resolution, broad-
band radio spectrometers with high temporal and
frequency resolution, and spectral radio images at
the corresponding frequency, such as the MUSER
observations (Yan et al. 2009, Chen et al. 2019).
In the near future, we plan to collect more flare
events with multiple observations to investigate
the relationships among the radio type III pair
bursts, spike bursts, spike-like bursts, and the
related flare and CME processes, statistically to
reveal the real origin of nonthermal electrons from
solar eruptions.
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